I keep Laine's books on a special shelf in my library, referring to them when I need inspiration. Pamela King Cable, Author, The Sanctum and Televenge. “The fact that Laine Cunningham spent six long months on her own in the Australian outback before writing this book leant a rich authenticity to her voice as she shared from her abundantly full, and talented, heart.” Leah Griffith, Author, Cosette's Tribe. “Laine Cunningham is our spiritual messenger bringing us universal truths. Mesmerizing and meaningful and inspiring.”

Welcome to The Stable Equestrian! This podcast will cover a wide range of topics, from gaining confidence, coaching, trying horses, competitions and everything in between. I'm a full-time riding coach/instructor and thought a week in my life rundown might be interesting. I also talk a bit about my tips for young instructors like me and people who are thinking of becoming a coach. I've... See more ideas about Books, Horse books, Equestrian. The Greatest Horse Stories Ever Told book. Read 13 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Throughout recorded history, the horse has played a central role in human life, and its impact on society and culture has been profound. Books To Buy I Love Books Books To Read My Books Jilly Cooper Thing 1 Card Book I Love Reading Reading Time. 20 Books for the Horse Barn Enthusiast - STABLE STYLE. Is the horse barn your second home? Here are 20 books feature glamorous stables and practical design for the horse lover. Got Books Books To Read World Library Dysfunctional Relationships Horse Therapy Horse And Human Horse Books Inspirational Books Any Book.